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Abstract

In recent years, the quality control of car body surfaces production lines have
been put in the context of Industry 4.0. The emergence of automatic defect
detection systems have helped to standardize the brand quality and gather
information about all quality control tasks performed by workers. However,
current worker interfaces used to indicate the location and other character-
istics of the defects found by these systems have overcome the ergonomics
of workers and increased their stress at work. This paper presents a novel
mixed reality-based user interface for quality control inspection which is more
intuitive, in order to improve the ergonomics of workers, reduce their stress
at work and improve the productivity of current quality control production
lines. An experimental prototype is shown in the paper in order to demon-
strate the benefits of the proposed interface. In addition, the paper shows
the results of several usability tests that compare the proposed mixed reality-
based user interface with current interfaces used in important factories such
as Mercedes-Benz, analyzing the benefits and drawbacks of each interface.

Keywords: Car body surface quality control, mixed reality, augmented
reality.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Quality control of car body surfaces is one of the most important processes
along the production of a car, and yet the process less automated due to
the di�culty of meeting the quality standards and cycle times of current
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production lines. There are several occasions in which a car body is put under
the eyes of quality control expert workers seeking defects or deformities, e.g.
raw plate stage, after the painting process, final finishing [1]. However, it is
after the painting process when manufacturing managers introduce a more
exhaustive quality control of the car body surface in order to meet with the
client requirements. At this stage, possible surface defects can be repaired
without incurring in many extra costs.

In most of current factories, quality control after the painting process
is still being carried out manually as follows: a group of expert workers
check the entire surface of the body seeking defects ranging from 0.2mm of
diameter to bigger sizes. Once a defect has been located it is marked directly
on the surface using a chalk, and following the worker proceeds to repair the
defect when possible. In addition, the worker is also in charge of introducing
manually throughout PADs (i.e., tablet computers or electronic tablets) the
main characteristics of the defect, such as its typology, size and number of
times that has been repaired, among others. Some examples of the kind of
defects faced by these expert workers can be seen in [2, 3].

1.2. Related work

From 2008, quality control systems of car body surfaces appear, allowing
the automatic detection and location of defects (see Fig. 1). For instance,
one of the authors of this work proposed in [1, 4] a vision-based quality
control system based on the ideas in [5]. This system was composed of a
moving structure made up of several fluorescent tubes at high-frequency and
a set of cameras in fixed positions around the stationary car body. The
authors claimed that this system was able to detect defects of up to 1mm in
diameter, standardizing and improving the process of quality control of car
body surfaces. The system can be found in most of Ford factories in USA
and Spain. Unfortunately, this system could only carry out the detection on
flat surfaces and those with smooth slope changes, meaning that areas close
to all style lines, edges and corners were excluded, reducing considerably the
inspection area. In [6], a very similar system installed in the Opel factory,
in Spain, was presented, which the main di↵erence was that the inspection
was carried out while the car body was moving. Regrettably, information
about the algorithm, as well as its performance, is limited. Other commercial
systems dealing with defect detection on painted car bodies use robots to
cover the entire area, such as in [2, 7], installed in Mercedes factories. This
approach tried to cover as much area as possible by bringing the vision and
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(a) AIS system developed in Ford factories

(video [8]).

(b) QEyeTunnel system developed in Mer-

cedes factories (video [9]).

(c) 3DJ Vision system developed in Opel

factories (video [10]).

(d) esPhi system developed in Seat facto-

ries (video [11]).

Fig. 1. Examples of automatic defect detection systems.

illumination systems close to the body surface. As in the case of [6], no
further details about the algorithms are published. However, this system
can cover much more area than the system in [1, 4] but the time required
to perform the inspection is much longer. A more recent system similar to
[4] has been developed by several authors of this work in Mercedes-Benz and
Volkswagen factories in Spain [3]. This system replaces the fluorescent tubes
at high-frequency by LED panels, which allow modifying the shape, size and
intensity of the light projected on the surface. The authors claimed that the
system was able to detect defects of up to 0.2mm in diameter, and not only
defects produced by dirt such in the case of [1, 4] but also other typologies
such as dings and dents. Additionally, this system is able to detect defects
in all areas close to style lines, edges and corners as long as the area is well
illuminated.
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(a) AIS worker interface installed in Ford factories, see the following (video
[12]) for more details.

(b) 3DJ Vision worker interface installed in Opel factories, see the following

(video [13]) for more details.

(c) QEyeTunnel worker interface PAD-based in-

stalled in Mercedes-Benz factory.

Fig. 2. Examples of worker interfaces developed by di↵erent automatic detection systems.
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1.3. Current issue

In most factories, workers receive the information from the automatic
defect detection systems by means of screens located along the quality control
line (see Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)) or through PADs (see Fig. 2(c)). As shown
in Fig. 2, the information received by the workers is 2D only, and the location
of the defects is not very accurate, especially in flat areas where there are
no references such as style lines, edges or corners (e.g., in the middle of the
hood or door). Thus, the workers have not noticed a relevant benefit in
terms of task reduction and ergonomics. In fact, the worker tasks have been
increased since they must inform about the performance of the system (i.e.,
introduction of the information about false positives, non-detections, etc.).
Moreover, the worker ergonomics has worsened since they still must inspect
large areas looking for the indicated defects in order to confirm them and, in
addition, having to carry out PADs. Therefore, there is a need to improve
the way of providing the information about the defects location so that the
workers can coexist in a more natural and productive way with the automatic
defect detection systems, which is the aim of this work.

1.4. Objective

In order to improve both ergonomics and productivity of workers involved
in the quality control inspection process of car body surfaces, this work in-
troduces a new interface based on Mixed Reality (MR) tools. The proposed
MR-based user interface substitutes current 2D devices, i.e., screens, print-
ers, PADs, etc., and provides a more intuitive manner of interacting with
current automatic quality control systems and factory servers. The paper
provides details of the industrial user interface designed accordingly to the
specifications given by automotive managers from important brands such as
Mercedes-Benz and Volkswagen. The proposed MR-based user interface is
validated using a prototype of automatic defect detection system, a Volkswa-
gen car body together with the Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses as MR device.
In addition, the paper presents the results of the usability test performed by
di↵erent users to compare current interfaces based on PADs and the proposed
MR-based user interface.

The paper is organized as follows: next section introduces some MR back-
ground and a description of the target application. Subsequently, Section 3
presents a full description of the proposed MR-based user interface for qual-
ity control of car body surfaces. The e↵ectiveness of the proposed approach
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Fig. 3. Simplified representation of Reality-Virtuality Continuum described in [14].

is substantiated by experimental results in Section 4, while Section 5 dis-
cusses some details of the study and further considerations. Finally, some
conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mixed reality background

The current emergence of new concepts, tools and technologies of vir-
tual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) [15] open
a new scenario for the ergonomic and economic improvement of many cur-
rent industrial processes. Fig. 3 shows the simplified representation of the
Reality-Virtuality Continuum described in [14], which locates the MR in the
intermediate space between reality and virtuality. This has started to be con-
sidered by most industrial manufacturers, especially to improve their main-
tenance services in order to guarantee that companies implement e�cient
production systems [16, 17, 18, 19]. However, these technologies are rapidly
expanding to other types of industrial processes [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
As described in [24], most of the industrial applications incorporating MR
tools are related with design, maintenance and assembly tasks (14.52% of
the total), whilst quality control applications using MR are 1.71% of the
total, which indicates also the interest of industrial managers. Despite of
this, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work proposing a
MR-based solution for quality control tasks in the automotive industry.

2.2. Target application

Without loss of generality, this paper is focused on the quality control
of car body surfaces located just after finishing the painting phase of the
car body. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram describing the process of quality
control in most of current factories in which an automatic defect detection
system is being used [1, 2, 7, 6, 3]. In summary, the car body goes through a
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Fig. 4. Quality inspection of car body surfaces block diagram: step 1, the car body is

identified and all data needed to carry out the defect detection is uploaded to the system

from the local server ; step 2, the defect detection system performs the inspection and

sends the results to the local server ; step 3, results are sent to all devices available to help

workers to locate and identify the detected defects on the car body; step 4, the workers

can inform about the defect status and modify the local server database; step 5, the local
server and the factory server are in communication to upload, save the results, upgrade

or save algorithm versions, etc.

detection system that obtains information about the location of the defects
and, possibly, other characteristics such as their typology or size. Although
other approaches can be found in the literature [27, 28, 29, 30, 31], current
industrial solutions are based on the “deflectometry” principle [32, 3] and
vision techniques [1, 2, 7, 6, 3]. The information is then sent by the defect
detection system to a local server and stored in its database. When required,
the local server sends the information to factory displays such as monitors,
printers, PADs, etc. in order to allow the worker to see the information about
the inspection.

The worker interface and the manner of showing the information depends
on the specifications of each factory. Without loss of generality, in the fol-
lowing, the main characteristics of current interfaces used in Mercedes-Benz
factory in Vitoria and Volkswagen in Pamplona, both from Spain (see Fig.
2(c)), are described:

• Credentials: maintenance worker with full access; line worker with re-
stricted access.
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• Visualization of the body on 2D screens: the body is divided into several
separate views, i.e., the hood, sides, rear doors, etc.

• Out-of-standard defects are shown in red while defects within standard
are shown in blue.

• The interface in PAD allows introducing characteristics of defects such
as typology, size, whether it has been repaired or not, the number of
times it has been repaired, among others.

• The interface in PAD allows the worker to enter defects that have not
been detected automatically.

• The interface in a PAD allows the worker to catalog defects such as
False Positive, i.e., defects that the system has indicated but do not
exist.

Finally, the local server is also in charge to update the factory servers
with all the information required to be stored and subsequently treated.

3. Theory and development

In this section the proposed MR-based user interface for quality control
inspection of car body surfaces is fully described. Fig. 5 summarizes the
steps followed to design, develop, implement and evaluate the proposed MR-
based user interface. First, a study about the application requirements was
conducted based on interviews with managers of the production line and
expert workers. The requirements obtained from this study are described in
Table 1.

With this information, a mockup design was realized. From a function-
ality point of view, the proposed MR application has two types of virtual
objects: the first one corresponds to the virtual objects that represent the
location of the defects on the car body and the handlers to manually rotate
or move the objects on the space; and the second one corresponds to the
information panels that interact with the workers. Di↵erent mockup design
tools and strategies were used to design both types of virtual objects. On the
one hand, at first, the virtual objects representing the defect location were
modeled in a standard 3D creation suite, concretely in Blender 2.7 [34], and
assembled in a virtual space using Unity [35] in a PC workstation. During
this design phase, the main virtual object characteristics (i.e., shape, color,
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Fig. 5. Methodology followed to design and develop the MR-based user interface for

quality control inspection tasks.

size, etc.) and basic interactions (“AirTap”) were constantly checked and
remade by connecting the PC with the Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses in a
remote mode from the Unity editor. On the other hand, the information
panels (main panel, defect information panel, etc.) were designed using the
tool called Moqups [36], which is widely used to create sketches of web sites.
This tool has the advantage that the designed sketches can be shared with
the client, who can modify them without programming a line of code (e.g.,
change the position of the objects within the interface, add comments, add
new functionalities, etc.). In this way, the client easily checked the designed
sketches and their functionalities and helped to modify them until his com-
pliance with them.

The first MR prototype was completed by integrating both types of ob-
jects and the logic to implement the required functions in Unity. Subse-
quently, the MR application was compiled with Microsoft Visual Studio and
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Table 1. Application requirements.

Free workers from having to carry devices with their hands

The interaction with the new interface should be similar to current operating systems (e.g., Windows
10) so that it will be familiar to the workers

The defect location should be indicated directly on the car body

The worker should have the option to manually introduce new defects not detected by the system

The worker should have the option to define as false positive a defect that has been detected by the
automatic defect detection system but that does not exist

The defect representation must clearly distinguish between serious defects, mild defects, false positives
and defects not detected (see [33])

A virtual panel must be always visible and report all relevant data of the car body being inspected

The virtual objects must be automatically hidden when the worker approaches to the surface in order
to inspect the defect

The worker should have the option to check all the data of a specific defect, i.e., typology, size, status,
etc.

The worker should have the option to modify the data of a specific defect.

Two operation modes are required: automatic mode, in which the production line system automati-
cally provides the car body identification number; and manual mode, in which the worker manually
introduces the car body identification number. This number will be used by the application to load
the car body data from the local server.

Di↵erent access modes to the application are required depending on the worker credentials. At least
two access modes are needed: full access, for maintenance worker; and restricted access, for the rest
of the workers of the production line.

The communications between the application and the factory systems must use existing protocols and
standards (e.g., Daimler standard in Mercedes plants)

The communications of the application must be secure and robust

installed in the Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses so that the client could test,
first in the facilities of the R&D group (alpha version) and next in the fac-
tory (beta version), giving rise to new adjustments until the client’s demands
were fulfilled1.

After the design process, the main functionalities of the MR-based user
interface have been established in Table 2. In accordance with these spec-
ifications, two main modules are proposed, as shows the block diagram in

1
For confidentiality reasons, the experimental results section does not show images or

data related to the factory tests and validations, but those carried out in the facilities of

the R&D group.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the proposed MR-based user interface for quality control of car

body surfaces.

Fig. 6: the zero-reference and inspection modules. Both modules have ac-
cess to the local server database and read/write permission according to the
worker credentials. With respect to these credentials, a maintenance user is
defined, who has full read/write permissions and access to all functionalities
of the application, and a worker user, who has restricted application func-
tionalities, such as the zero-reference module or the system communication
management.

Next, the zero-reference and inspection modules, as well as the multi-
agent capability of the proposed MR-based user interface are fully described.

3.1. Zero-reference module

MR devices such as Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses need to be calibrated in
order to allow the device to adjust stereographic projections [37] according
to the user’s interpupillary distance (IPD). With an incorrect IPD, virtual
objects may appear unstable or at an incorrect distance. In addition, these
devices are equipped with spatial mapping capabilities that allow, together
with SLAM techniques [38, 39], to perform a reconstruction of the environ-
ment in which the device is immersed, and create a convincing MR experi-
ence (see the following link [40] for more details). Virtual objects are placed
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Table 2. MR user-based interface functionalities.

MAIN MENU

CAR BODY IDENT.
NUMBER SECTION
(INPUT BY GESTURE)

MANUAL SETTING BY WORKERS
FROM DATA BASE

STREAMDATA FROMDEFECT DETEC-
TION SYSTEM

INFORMATION
SECTION (INPUT BY
GESTURE)

NUMBER OF DEFECTS

CAR BODY IDENT. NUMBER

CAR BODY COLOR

CAR MODEL

DATE

OTHER FUNCTIONS
(INPUT BY GESTURE)

ADD NEW DEFECTS

CAD MODELS VISIBILITY

AUTOMATIC/MANUAL MODES

GO TO ZERO-REFERENCE MENU

TCP/IP COMMNUNICATION SECTION

DEFECT MENU

CAR BODY
INFORMATION (INPUT
BY VOICE OR
GESTURE)

CAR BODY IDENT. NUMBER

CAR MODEL

DEFECT INFORMATION FROM DE-
FECT DETECTION SYSTEM

DEFECT
INFORMATION SET BY
WORKER (INPUT BY
VOICE OR GESTURE)

TYPE

CATEGORY

SIZE (ACCORDING TO THE WORKER)

STATUS (REPAIRED/NOT REPAIRED)

DEFECT RESUME (BY
POINTING AT THE
DEFECT)

NUMBER

TYPE

CATEGORY

SIZE

ZERO-

REFERENCE

MENU

MANUAL ADJUST
(INPUT BY GESTURE
& VOICE FEEDBACK)

TRANSLATION [mm]

ROTATION [degree]
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within the user environment according to the result of this spatial mapping.
In order to avoid introducing landmarks around the environment, the spa-
tial mapping marker-less is commonly used [41]. However, the accuracy and
performance of this spatial mapping can vary depending on the environment
conditions of light, number of moving objects around, and other factors. This
will a↵ect directly to the location and stability of all the virtual objects.

Therefore, in order to mitigate the accuracy error of the spatial mapping,
this work proposes to use zero-reference landmarks in order to set all the vir-
tual objects projected within the environment with respect a global reference
system. In this way, if the user determines that there are significant errors in
the location of the virtual objects within the environment, a reset is available
to reposition all the virtual objects according to the global reference system
given by the landmarks. Hence, the application is more robust and can be
used in industrial environments.

The zero-reference module developed in this work is shown in Fig. 7.
When this module is activated, the system waits for the worker to gaze at all
required landmarks placed around the workspace. When all landmarks are
detected correctly, the global reference coordinate system is set and all the
virtual objects will be positioned accordingly with this reference systems.
Once the global reference coordinate system is obtained, a query is made
to the local server database in order to load all the virtual objects into the
environment, according to previous setups. If there were errors in the location
of the virtual objects, the user could modify the position of each of the virtual
objects coordinate systems with respect to the reference coordinate system,
reducing the error and improving the location accuracy of the virtual objects
within the real environment.

Concretely, in this specific application a virtual body is used as reference
for the rest of the virtual objects coordinate systems, which is located in the
inspecting position, where a real car body of the same model is required for
the fine adjustment of the virtual objects coordinate systems with respect
the global reference system. The position and orientation of the virtual body
can be modified by the user in order to match the virtual model with the
real reference car body. For this purpose, reference features of the car body
are used, such as the hollows of the handles, the windows, style lines, etc.
Thus, the user criterion for a good set-point is that the error between virtual
and real car body features is minimal. Once the user agrees with the result
of the matching, the new location of the virtual objects coordinate systems
with respect to the global reference coordinate system is stored into the local
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Fig. 7. Zero-reference module flowchart. When the module is activated: firstly, the user

is requested to look at the required landmarks; once all required landmarks have been

properly detected by the system, the global reference system is set within the environment,

the virtual car body is placed with respect to this global reference system and previous

parameter adjustments are loaded from the local server database; then, the user can

adjust the coordinate system of the virtual car body in order to mitigate position errors

with respect the real car used as reference; finally, all the adjustments are saved in the

local server database.
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server database in order to be used by all MR devices in the network.
The zero-reference module can only be utilized by users with maintenance

worker credentials. In this way, unauthorized workers are prevented from
making changes that could lead to system malfunctions.

3.2. Inspection module

According to the functionalities that the application must have (see Table
2), Fig. 8 shows the inspection module flowchart developed for this purpose.
When this module is selected, the worker can choose the automatic or man-
ual inspection options. In the automatic inspection option, the application
waits for the car body identification number provided by the production line
controllers. Once the car body identification number is provided, a query is
made to the local server database that transmits all inspection results (i.e.,
location of defects, characteristics, etc.) and other required information to
the MR device. This information is managed by the MR-based user inter-
face developed in order to project the corresponding virtual objects into the
workspace (i.e., colored spheres on the car body surface indicating the pres-
ence of defects). When the worker gazes at a defect, a virtual screen appears
showing the basic characteristics of the defect, such as size, typology, etc.
At this moment, the worker is able to modify the data associated to the
defect: the worker can modify the size, the typology and even its state (i.e.,
repaired, without validating, etc.). Note that, in order to validate the defect
characteristics, the worker must approach to the surface and see the defect.
For this purpose, when the worker approaches to the body surface, all virtual
objects disappear, allowing thus the visibility of the defect.

It is worth to mention that current automatic detection systems are fo-
cused on detecting small structural defects produced by dirt [1, 2, 3]. This
typology comprises about the 80% of the total of defects found in car bod-
ies [4] and, together with the di�culty of being detected by humans, the
majority of these systems are focused on the correct detection of this ty-
pology of defects. For doing this, vision-based defect detection systems use
the “deflectometry” principle [27, 42], which allows to highlight small defects
produced by dirt, but hide non-structural defects, such as talk marks and
paint shadows, among others. Furthermore, the detection of the mentioned
small defects can fail (see [33, 3] for more details). Therefore, since the au-
tomatic defect detection system can fail due to all these issues, the proposed
inspection module allows the workers to add the location of defects that have
not been detected by the automatic defect detection system.
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body identification number is introduced by the user; given the car body identification

number, all needed data is loaded from the local server database and users can see the

locations of the defects on the car body; the user can then check the defects, modify their

data and add new defects; once the inspection is finished, the data is stored into the local

server database.
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Once the appropriate changes are made and validated by the worker, these
changes are sent to the local server database so that other workers can update
the virtual objects information according to the changes introduced. When
the location of a new defect is added, the worker can change its characteristics
following the same procedure explained above. This new defect is stored in
the local server database.

In the manual inspection option, the worker introduces the car body
identification number of the corresponding car body to be inspected. The
rest of the flowchart is the same as in the automatic inspection option.

3.3. Multi-agent capability

In order to meet the cycle times required by the production line and
due to the size of the car bodies (e.g, 20m2 for small cars up to 60m2 for
minivans), the car body surfaces are inspected by a group of 4-8 workers.
That means that each worker must use a MR device, which belongs to a
working network (see Fig. 9(a)). To prevent two or more workers from
checking the same defect or from checking defects already inspected by other
workers, it is proposed to equip the system with multi-agent capabilities.

Fig. 9(b) shows the proposed flowchart of the application. Each device
sends a flag to indicate its presence to the local server, which will give access
to the local server database, when possible. If a worker requests the access to
the local server database and it is locked, the local server sends the notifica-
tion “permission denied” in order to avoid simultaneous accesses to the local
server database for security reasons. Alternatively, other communication
architectures could be considered, as long as they meet the industrial auto-
motive plant standards, in order to allow concurrent reads with writes, e.g.,
the so-called Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture. However,
this is out of the scope of this research and remains as further work. This
permission will depend on the worker credentials and the number of devices
connected. If a device requires access to the database, the local server keeps
it waiting until the database is not being used/modified by any other device.
Once the database is available, the device can perform the required opera-
tion, that is, consult or modify the database. Finally, when the database
query is done, the database is released and the information is updated to all
the devices that are currently connected.
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Fig. 9. Multi-agent MR based-user interface for quality control of car body surfaces.
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4. Results

4.1. Experimental results of the industrial prototype

First, it is worth noting that the defect detection systems or algorithms
used to automatically detect the defects on a car body are out of the scope
of this research. However, the reader is referred to the bibliography [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7] to learn the specific details about these automatic defect detection
systems.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal made in this paper, the
MR-based user interface has been developed on the MicrosoftR� HoloLens
glasses [43, 44], although other MR devices could be used, provided that
their technical specifications are similar or superior to those o↵ered by the
Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses.

Fig. 10 shows the experimental setup utilized for the industrial demon-
stration, which consists of: a defect detection system for automatic de-
fect detection; a car body with known defects of all typologies and sizes;
a Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses ; and an artificial landmark. Additionally,
as external local server, an industrial PC was used. The communication
between this local server and the Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses was based
on TCP/UDP protocol. The proposed MR-based user interface was de-
signed and all its functionalities were programmed using the following soft-
ware: Visual Studio 2017 was used as integrated development environ-
ment (IDE), Blender 2.7 as 3D modeling suite [34], and Unity LTS release
2017.4 [35] with back end IL2CPP as 3D game platform using tools such as
MixedRealityToolkit-Unity [45] and Vuforia engine R� [46].

A video has been recorded to show the main functionalities of the MR-
based user interface developed in this work. Fig. 11 shows several frames of
the video that can be played following this link [47]. First, the automatic
defect detection system performs the inspection process, whose results are
stored in the local server database. Note that the minimum information
stored, independently of the automatic defect detection system used, is the
Cartesian location of the defect and its size. With this minimum information,
it is possible to discriminate by size the defects that, although existing, are
within the standard of the car manufacturer, whilst with the location, the
defects that are not within the standard can be located by the workers to
be repaired. Once the car is in the inspection position, the worker can see
the main menu above the car body (see Fig. 11(a)). Note that this menu is
always visible by the worker since the main functionalities of the application
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup.

are available in the menu. Once the car body identification number is read
by the server, results of the inspection are sent to the Microsoft R� HoloLens
glasses and virtual red spheres are located all around the car body, indicating
the presence of defects (see Fig. 11(b)). The worker can then see the main
characteristics of a concrete defect gazing with the eyes at the defect (see
Fig. 11(c)). Note that the color of the defect changes from red to gray and
a floating menu appears showing the values of the main characteristics. By
“airtapping” (i.e., a gesture made with the index and thumb fingers) at the
chosen defect, a floating menu with all the editable information (see Tab.
2) of the defect appears (see Fig. 11(d)). Note that, in order to edit the
information of a defect, the worker has to check the defect. For this reason,
when the distance from worker to the car body is below a given threshold,
all virtual objects are hidden, allowing the worker to check the defect free
of disturbances (see Fig. 11(e)). Then, the worker can introduce or modify
the information of the defect by “airtapping” to the di↵erent chooses in
the defect menu. When this menu is closed by the worker, the information
is updated to the local server database, allowing thus being seen by other
workers of the network. If a defect is not automatically detected by the
defect detection system (see Fig. 11(f)), it can be introduced manually by
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(a) Frame at 0m 44s. (b) Frame at 0m 51s.

(c) Frame at 0m 54s. (d) Frame at 0m 56s.

(e) Frame at 1m 01s. (f) Frame at 1m 24s.

(g) Frame at 1m 32s. (h) Frame at 1m 41s.

Fig. 11. MR-based user interface industrial demonstration (video [47]).
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the worker using the option of “add new defect” present in the main menu
(see Fig. 11(f)). By “airtapping” this functionality, a gray sphere is then
selected and easily handled by the worker to the location of the defect (see
Fig. 11(g)). When the worker agrees with the location, the confirmation is
carried out by “airtapping” (see Fig. 11(h)). The information of this new
defect can be introduced following the same procedure explained above.

Another video has been recorded to show the robustness of the MR-based
user interface application developed with respect to changes in the workspace.
Fig 12 shows frames from the video that can be played following this link
[48]. The video also shows the capability of hiding or viewing the 3D model of
the car body, which is mainly used to modify all the virtual objects coordinate
systems with respect to the global reference system during the setup stage2.

4.2. Usability analysis

Accordingly with [51, 52, 53], di↵erent methodologies such as usability
tests of applications, commonly used in the verification of hardware and
software, along with surveys and in-depth interviews were used to evalu-
ate and validate the e↵ectiveness of the proposed MR-based user interface
compared with actual 2D interfaces implemented on PADs, currently used
in factories such as Mercedes-Benz. Concretely, the System Usability Scale
(SUS) questionnaire [54] was carried out. Additionally, the users were given
the opportunity to write down comments and suggestions in order to obtain
more information apart from the SUS questionnaire. Two di↵erent tests were
carried out: Test A was developed to analyze the advantages and drawbacks
of each interface when the worker deals with information given by the au-
tomatic defect detection system, having to locate the given defect on the
surface, mark it and store its typology in the local server database; Test B
was developed to analyze the advantages and drawbacks of each interface
when the worker has to introduce new defect information to the local server
database, i.e., defects that are not detected automatically by the defect de-
tection system.

The tests were performed by 41 users with and without experience in
car body surface quality control. In this way, the evaluation will reflect the

2
More demonstrative videos can be played at the following links: demonstration ex-

plaining the defect menu (see this video [49]); demonstration explaining the main menu

(see this video [50])
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(a) Frame at 10s. (b) Frame at 20s.

(c) Frame at 27s. (d) Frame at 29s.

(e) Frame at 35s. (f) Frame at 44s.

Fig. 12. MR-based user interface robustness demonstration (video [48]).
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extent to which the application is intuitive. For this purpose, the industrial
interface is simplified as follows:

• Non needed application options, such as set-point menu, main menu,
etc., are removed.

• Four typical typologies are considered: Paint, as small defects such as
the ones produced by dirt; Dings ; Scratches ; and False positives, as
defects indicated by the automatic defect detection system which do
not exist in the reality.

• Defects are shown and analyzed by users one by one. In the industrial
application all defects are shown at the same time and the worker
decides the order to be considered.

Fig. 13 shows the experimental set-up used for the usability questioner.
Test A set-up is shown in Fig. 13(a), which is composed of a black hood with
known defects, a camera ceiling mounted in order to monitory the results of
each experiment, and green magnetic circles were used to mark the location
of each defect. The user’s objective is to observe a virtual image of the defect
location given by the local server database, locate it and mark it on the real
surface’s hood, classify it and update the local server database with the result
of this classification. Table 3 shows the 9 di↵erent defects that users had to
face with. For each user it has been measured the time employed to perform
the task and the success in locating the given defects and classifying their
typology.

The Test B set-up is shown in Fig. 13(b), which is composed of a dark
blue hood with known defects and yellow magnetic circles used to mark the
location of each defect. The user’s objective is to introduce to the system
the location of a series of already marked defects on the hood. The purpose
of this test is to measure the accuracy and ease of the user when introducing
the location of new defects. The accuracy of the defect location is measured
through the error between the reference location of the defect and the location
of the defect introduced by the user. This error is measured in 2D in the
case of using the PAD-based interface, and in 3D in the case of using the
MR-based interface.

Fig. 14 shows the ideal results used as reference in the tests. Thus, the
user success in the tests is obtained comparing these ideal results with the
defect locations marked by the user. In Test A, the comparison is computed
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Fig. 13. Experimental set-up for the usability tests.
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by applying image processing to a photo taken by a ceiling-mounted camera
(see Fig. 14(a)). In Test B, the comparison is computed through a 2D model
in the case of the PAD interface (see Fig. 14(b)) or 3D model in the case
of the MR interface (see Fig. 14(c)). In the case of the PAD interface,
the 2D model is obtained from the results given by the image processing
algorithms in [4]. In the case of the MR interface, the 3D model is obtained
by matching the virtual objects with the real targets, being the SLAM and
spatial mapping algorithms of the MR device in charge to update the location
of all virtual objects with respect the user location.

The following devices were used in order to compare current worker in-
terfaces with the proposed MR-based user interface: a Samsung’s Galaxy
Tab A SM-T580 as PAD with the application adapted to this platform is
compared to the application running in the MicrosoftR� HoloLens glasses as
MR device.

Fig. 15 shows the main information about the 41 users who performed
the usability tests. Note that 97.56% of the users (i.e., all but one user) were
frequent PAD users, whilst 68.29% of them had never used MR devices. All
users were trained during 10 minutes before the tests with both platforms in
order to introduce them to the application and devices.

Fig. 16 shows the results for Test A. A video demonstrative of the test
using the PAD can be played following this link [55] and using the MR device
with this link [56]. A total of 41 users performed this test: 21 for the MR
device and 20 for the PAD device. In Fig. 16(a) can be seen how, in general,
users have been more successful classifying the defects with the use of the
PAD than using the proposed methodology based on MR. This may be due to
the fact that, although the HoloLens device allows to see the physical reality,
its lenses overshadow the light, making it di�cult the vision of the defects3.
Another factor that may a↵ect is the fact that the MR application and device
o↵er a high novelty to most of the users, misleading them of the task to be
performed. However, these issues may be reduced (or eliminated) as the user
becomes more familiar with the MR technology, leading to an improvement
of the user performance, e.g., see the usability studies described in [57]. This
is also indicated in the time needed to perform the task shown in Fig. 16(b)

3
Note that the more e↵ective method to see defects on specular car body surfaces is to

use di↵erent directions of light in order to identify the changes produced by the surface

deformations [3]. Both light intensity and direction are critic in this method.
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(a) Test A: the letters refer to the type of the defect (“p” means

paint, “s” means scratch, “d” means dent and “f” means false).

(b) Test B with the PAD device.

(c) Test B with the MR device.

Fig. 14. Ideal results used as reference in Test A and Test B: the numbers from 1 to 9

indicate the order in which each defect has to be introduced by the user.
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Table 3. Characterization of the defects used in Test A and Test B.

DEFECT TYPE SIZE [mm] SAMPLE

D1 Paint 1

D2 Dent 4

D3 Scratch 6.5

D4 Paint 0.85

D5 Paint 1.5

D6 Dent 7

D7 Scratch 10

D8 Scratch 10

D9 False -
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Gender

65.85%

34.15%

Male
Female

Age

31.71%

24.39%

21.95%

12.20%

9.76%

16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-65

Level of education

9.76%

9.76%

80.49%

School
Undergrad
Bachelor

PAD

97.56%

2.44% Frequent
Ocasional

Mixed reality device user

31.71%

68.29%

Ocasional
Never

Fig. 15. Main information of the users: a total of 41 users, of whom 21 performed both

Test A with the MR device and Test B with the PAD device, and 20 performed both Test

B with the MR device and Test A with the PAD device.
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(a) Success in locating and classifying the given

defects.

(b) Time employed per defect.

Fig. 16. Test A results: defect location, classification and performing time (the data

sample size is equal to 41 users, 21 for the MR device and 20 for the PAD device); x-axis

labels from D1 to D9 correspond to the defects shown in Table 3.
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that, in general, is grater in the case of the methodology based on MR than
in the methodology based on PAD. Notwithstanding these issues, in general,
the users have had greater success locating and marking the defects on the
hood surface using the proposed MR-based user interface rather than using
the PAD-based interface. This is an important result because it is a sign
that the user makes fewer errors locating the defects, which implies that the
user will also lose less time once he gets familiar with the methodology and
has got enough practice.

Fig. 17 shows the results for Test B. A video demonstrative of the test
using the PAD can be played following this link [58] and using the MR
device with this link [59]. A total of 41 users performed this test: 20 for
the MR device and 21 for the PAD device. The results of this test shows
two interesting aspects of the proposed MR method. Firstly, the accuracy
of the user indicating to the system the location of a new defect is much
greater than in the case of conventional devices such as the PAD, see Fig.
17(a). It is interesting to remark that this accuracy locating the defects has
been obtained equally for users with previous experience in MR devices and
for first-time users. Despite that, according to [57], the HoloLens first-time
users usually focus more on the virtual objects than on the task objective,
what may degrade their performance, which is not the case of this usability
study. Secondly, the time required to introduce the location of new defects
is equal to or less than in the case of conventional devices such as PADs, see
Fig. 17(b). The latter is due to the fact that with the PAD the user doubts
much more about whether the location she/he is introducing is correct or not,
especially when there are few references such as edges, style lines, handles,
etc.

Several questions were asked to the users at the end of each test in order
to measure the following aspects of both methods: intuitiveness, comfort,
user-friendliness and training adequacy. Fig. 18 shows the results obtained
for this questionnaire. In the case of Test A (see Fig. 18(a)), the 95.00% of
PAD users agreed with the training received, both in form and time, whilst
the 85.66% in the case of the MR device users. On the other hand, the
80.00% of PAD users agreed that the application was easy to use, whilst the
85.80% in the case of the MR device users. In relation to the comfort, the
75.00% of the PAD users agreed that the use of this device was comfortable,
whilst the 90.42% in the case of the MR device users. Finally, 85.00% of
PAD users indicated that both the application and the device were intuitive,
whilst 90.42% indicated it in the case of the MR application and device users.
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(a) Accuracy introducing the location of a new defect (perfect accu-

racy corresponds to 0mm).

(b) Time employed per defect.

Fig. 17. Test B results: accuracy introducing the location of a new defect and performing

time (the data sample size is equal to 41 users, 20 for the MR device and 21 for the PAD

device); x-axis labels from D1 to D9 correspond to the defects shown in Table 3.
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In the case of Test B (see Fig. 18(b)), the 100.00% of both PAD and MR
device users agreed with the training received, both in form and time. The
76.19% of PAD users agreed with that the application was easy to use, whilst
the 80.00% in the case of the MR device users. In relation to the comfort, the
76.17% of the PAD users agreed that the use of this device was comfortable,
whilst the 80.00% in the case of the MR device users. Finally, 66.70% of
PAD users indicated that both the application and the device were intuitive,
whilst 90.00% indicated it in the case of the MR application and device users.

Lastly, several questions were asked to the 41 users in order to know their
opinion about the use of both methodologies in an industrial environment
with a working day of 8 hours. Fig. 19 shows the results of this questionnaire:
only the 31.71% of the PAD users have expressed their satisfaction with the
accuracy, in front of the 78.05% of the MR device users; only the 26.83% of
the PAD users have expressed their satisfaction with the comfort, in front
of the 60.98% of the MR device users; the 68.29% of the PAD users have
expressed their satisfaction with the manageability of the device, in front
of the 80.49% of the MR device users; in relation of the ease of use of the
application, both methodologies had similar opinions, being the satisfaction
in 85.37% in the case of PAD and 87.80% in the case of MR device; finally, in
both cases the 58.54% of the users have expressed their satisfaction with the
device weight. Note that future MR devices will tend to reduce their weight,
improving thus its current ergonomics.

5. Discussion

The results obtained in the usability study above show, in general, a
relevant improvement in the performance of the tasks carried out for quality
control of car surfaces. Despite many users had no previous experience in
quality control tasks or MR devices, the results of Fig. 19 show a clear
preference of the users towards the proposed MR-based interface over the
conventional PAD-based interface. In particular, comfort and accuracy are
the two indicators that have improved the most compared to the conventional
PAD-based interface. Also note that the user satisfaction with the weight
of both devices is very similar. Therefore, since comfort and manageability
have clearly improved and weight satisfaction is similar, it can be concluded
that the proposed MR-based interface has improved the worker’s ergonomics
compared to the PAD-based interface.
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Fig. 18. User opinions regarding the intuitiveness, comfort, user-friendliness and training

adequacy of the applications and devices used in each of the tests (the data sample size

is equal to 41 users, of whom 21 performed both Test A with the MR device and Test B

with the PAD device, and 20 performed both Test B with the MR device and Test A with

the PAD device).
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Fig. 19. User opinions regarding the accuracy, comfort, manageability, user-friendliness

and weight of current PAD-based and proposed MR-based methodologies for being used

in an industrial environment with a working day of 8 hours (the data sample size is equal

to 41 users).

Moreover, the users have highly valued the ease of interaction with the
proposed MR-based interface, which is slightly higher than the one for the
PAD-based interfaces, although the vast majority of users were accustomed
to PAD-based interfaces and very few of them were accustomed to MR-based
interfaces.

Apart from that, the feedback obtained from the tests carried out with
expert workers in factories, such as Mercedes-Benz or Volkswagen, has also
been very positive. Many of the workers have highlighted the ease of in-
teraction with the proposed MR-based interface, and the speed with which
they can inspect the defects indicated by the automatic defect detection sys-
tem. The expert workers also highlighted positively the short time in which
a novice worker can join and perform inspection tasks by using the proposed
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MR-based interface4.
Although MR devices such as Microsoft R� HoloLens glasses allow users to

wear glasses, it has been detected some discomfort in users wearing glasses
during common operations that require a close up, such as the observation
of the surface of the car body in a regular quality control task.

Finally, it should be noted that the manufacturers of MR devices are
currently developing new devices according to industrial demands and needs.
For example, Microsoft will launch its new HoloLens 2 device at the end of
year 2019 (see the following link [60] for more information). This device
incorporates new features that will make the MR much more intuitive for the
user, in addition to being more ergonomic. However, the interface proposed
in this work is completely compatible with this type of devices and, in any
case, easily transferable.

6. Conclusions

In this work a mixed reality-based user interface for quality control in-
spection of car body surfaces has been proposed in order to improve both
ergonomics and productivity of workers.

A detailed description of the mockup methodology followed in order to
develop the interface was presented. Moreover, the two main modules of
the proposed mixed reality-based user interface, i.e., the zero-reference and
inspection modules, were fully described.

The feasibility and robustness of the proposed mixed reality-based user
interface were proved through real implementation in an industrial prototype.

In addition, usability tests were carried out with users, with and without
experience, to demonstrate the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed
mixed reality-based user interface compared with current PAD based user
interfaces utilized in factories such as Mercedes-Benz. In particular, the
results shown that the proposed mixed reality-based interface improved the
user ergonomics in terms of comfort, and also improved the user productivity
in terms of time and accuracy of the quality control tasks carried out.

4
Novice workers must take courses taught by expert workers in quality control before

being able to join the production line. These courses last several days and, subsequently,

there is a process in which the novice worker is tutored until his/her supervisor gives the

approval.
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